Ideally decisions regarding medical treatments would be informed by the totality of the available evidence. The best evidence we currently have is in published natural language articles describing the conduct and results of clinical trials. Because these are unstructured, it is difficult for domain experts (e.g., physicians) to sort through and appraise the evidence pertaining to a given clinical question. Natural language technologies have the potential to improve access to the evidence via semi-automated processing of the biomedical literature. In this brief paper I highlight work on developing tasks, corpora, and models to support semi-automated evidence retrieval and extraction. The aim is to design models that can consume articles describing clinical trials and automatically extract from these key clinical variables and findings, and estimate their reliability. Completely automating 'machine reading' of evidence remains a distant aim given current technologies; the more immediate hope is to use such technologies to help domain experts access and make sense of unstructured biomedical evidence more efficiently, with the ultimate aim of improving patient care. Aside from their practical importance, these tasks pose core NLP challenges that directly motivate methodological innovation.
Introduction
Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs) are at present the best tool we have to reliably measure the causal effects of alternative treatments. Unfortunately, results from RCTs are reported predominantly in unstructured (free-text) journal articles, which makes it onerous to sort through findings to assess interventions and ultimately make evidence-based decisions. This problem has been exacerbated by the rapid expansion of the biomedical evidence base. In 2012, about 75 articles describing clinical trials were published every day, on average [Bastian et al., 2010] . At the time of this writing, more like 100 trial reports are published daily. Domain experts (e.g., physicians) cannot keep up with this torrent of unstructured evidence, hindering the practice of evidence-based care. via (imperfect) heuristics, and is hence somewhat noisy; impro collecting manual annotations is an aim to be pursued under th corpus is refined, I will release it for use by the NLP communit on evidence parsing. f(a| )
Intellectual Merit
The proposed task will motivate novel NLP methods that push th technologies. The concrete sub-tasks (i)-(iii) outlined above are tive sub-fields in NLP, including general information extractio [45] , automated knowledge base construction [50] , semantic pars ference (NLI) [36] . Current state-of-the-art approaches develope baselines. The proposed task (and corpora) will provide new op els that jointly address subsets of these problems. Scientific da challenges. First, documents here are lengthy -article full-tex than instances in standard NLP corpora. We thus propose mo tion mechanisms imposed over scientific discourse structures. for this task are correlated, and co-reference to interventions ab models that reason globally over local inferences, and that take conditioned on the inferences made thus far. Third, transparency this application, as domain experts must be able to understand h were made. Models must therefore be able to explain themselve Feasibility. The ultimate aim of this proposal -methods th trials into evidence frames -is audacious. But the constituent the proposed research vary with respect to difficulty and are, by ily mutually dependent; thus there is no single point of failure. ably accurate models for the subtasks considered (e.g., extractin would be useful in expediting evidence extraction and understa could be used for downstream applications such as scientific lite
Broader Impacts
Decisions by policy-makers, care-givers and individuals shoul the published scientific evidence. This is currently impossible primarily reported in unstructured articles. Models that could se could have enormous impact by enabling domain experts to ef volumes of unstructured evidence. This in turn has the poten organizations to make better, evidence-based decisions.
With respect to outreach, I have established connections w Roxbury Community College (RCC), a minority-serving institut Northeastern's campus. The student body at RCC is 95% minor unique opportunity to recruit underrepresented students into from RCC. To this end I will guest lecture in introductory course and advertising positions), and I will work with RCC Professo potential students.
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Figure 1: Schematic of a model that can map from an unstructured article describing an RCT to structured data codifying the evidence that it reports. We envision such models primarily being used to help, not replace, domain experts.
Researchers in ML and NLP can play an important role in addressing this issue by designing models that aid those trying to navigate and make sense of the evidence base. For example, interactive information retrieval and question answering systems may facilitate faster identification of relevant evidence. Realizing such aims motivates models for deep processing of trial reports to extract structured representations of reported findings [Blake and Lucic, 2015; Lehman et al., 2019] . Figure 1 schematizes one such potential model f parameterized by ✓ that consumes an article a describing an RCT and yields a structured 'evidence frame' codifying the results that it reports. Figure 2 provides a higher-level view encompassing the entire process, from retrieval to extraction. Critically, the ML components of this system need not be perfect in order to meaningfully aid domain experts in searching and synthesizing evidence.
In addition to being an important practical application, evidence extraction poses a compelling set of challenges for NLP that push the boundaries of existing language technologies. For example, systems must process lengthy, technical articles to extract clinical entities (e.g., PICO elements) and infer the reported results concerning these. Because trials will often report results comparing multiple interventions across several different outcomes, realizing this aim will require some degree of reasoning. Furthermore, for most sub-tasks of interest, models must be able to provide rationales supporting decisions, which is an important general consideration for NLP [Wang et al., 2019] . Finally, supervision is limited in this domain, as experts are overburdened and expensive. This motivates the need for efficient train- In the remainder of this Early Career Spotlight paper I outline some of the key sub-tasks that must be performed by systems intended to automatically process and -to some degre -make sense of articles describing clinical trials, or at least help domain experts do so. I elaborate on the core ML and NLP challenges these tasks entail, which are situated at the intersection of information extraction and 'machine reading' [Peng et al., 2017] , and I discuss progress made on them so far. I also highlight recently developed publicly available resources (datasets) to support future work on these problems.
Finding Relevant Evidence
Evidence retrieval concerns finding all evidence that addresses a particular clinical question. Well-formed clinical questions typically specify -at a minimum -a Population, Intervention, Comparator, and Outcome of interest [Huang et al., 2006] . These are collectively referred to as PICO elements. For example, one might be interested in the efficacy of ACE inhibitors (I) relative to placebo (C), in adult patients with type-2 diabetes (P), with respect to blood pressure measurements (O). Identifying evidence that aligns with a given PICO criteria typically entails searching databases of published literature such as PubMed.
1 To ensure comprehensive (unbiased) results, search strategies in the space tend to be systematic and recall-centric [Dickersin et al., 1994] .
1 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/ Once a set of potentially relevant articles is retrieved, one must 'screen' these to identify those that are in fact relevant to one's clinical question. For comprehensive (high-recall) initial search strategies, this will involve screening out many irrelevant articles, imposing substantial burden on domain experts. Machine learning methods can play a key role in expediting this process by semi-automating screening [Cohen et al., 2006; Wallace et al., 2010b] . Interactive methods, in which human experts actively engage with the model to train it to identify studies pertinent to their specific clinical question, are a particularly natural fit here; empirical results suggest that methods can substantially reduce the workload involved in comprehensive retrieval of literature relevant to a particular clinical question [Wallace et al., 2010a; Przybyła et al., 2018; O'Mara-Eves et al., 2015] .
An alternative strategy to designing models that can automatically screen articles for pertinence to a given question is to instead design classifiers that infer more general characteristics of trials on the basis of papers describing them. Such models can then be combined to realize a specific search strategy. For example, models that can reliably identify reports of RCTs have been developed and validated [Cohen et al., 2015; Marshall et al., 2018] . Applying such models to an initial set of candidate articles retrieved using a highly-sensitive search strategy may be an efficient means of reducing workload.
PICO Tagging
As mentioned above, clinical questions typically specify PICO elements of trials, but these are not consistently available in a structured format for articles. This makes it difficult to facilitate faceted search (i.e., retrieval with respect to constituent PICO elements, specified individually), which may yield improved search results [Scells et al., 2017] . To address this challenge, there has been work on designing models to extract descriptions of the PICO elements from abstracts of RCT reports automatically [Boudin et al., 2010; Kiritchenko et al., 2010] .
Earlier work on automating PICO tagging was hindered by a dearth of annotated corpora. Some more recent efforts have considered distant supervision (i.e., automatically derived, large-scale but potentially noisy annotations) to inducing larger training datasets, e.g., by exploiting structured abstracts [Jin and Szolovits, 2018] or deriving PICO annotations on sentences informed by existing, manually generated descriptions of these elements .
However, to more directly address the data paucity issue, colleagues and I recently introduced EBM-NLP [Nye et al., 2018] . This is a corpus of ⇠5,000 abstracts of articles describing RCTs with detailed PICO annotations. Specifically, spans in abstracts have been explicitly marked as describing the respective PICO elements. The dataset also includes more granular annotations within these spans. For details and for the dataset itself, refer to the corresponding paper [Nye et al., 2018] and website, 2 respectively. Initial results using this corpus as training data using an LSTM-CRF tagging model coupled with pre-trained word vectors induced over a large set of biomedical articles demonstrated promising performance [Nye et al., 2018] . Further progress has since been realized by using (semi-supervised) data augmentation methods [Patel et al. 
Appraising Reliability: Risk of Bias
A key component of evidence curation is assessing the reliability of the findings reported in articles describing individual trials. The Cochrane "risk of bias" tool [Higgins et al., 2011] has formalized this for RCTs by codifying different types of statistical biases that might be introduced into a trial due to poor design or execution. For sake of transparency, risk of bias judgments are usually accompanied by snippets that support them extracted from corresponding articles. For example, if a study is deemed at low risk of bias due to shoddy randomization, the supporting snippet might read "Patients were randomized to groups according to a computer-generated sequence". Unfortunately, assessing risks of bias manually is time-consuming, often requiring more than 20 minutes per paper [Higgins et al., 2011] .
This has motivated work on semi-automating bias assessments [Millard et al., 2015; Marshall et al., 2015; Marshall et al., 2015] . Direct supervision for risk of bias assessment is prohibitively expensive to acquire. We have therefore instead relied on distant supervision [Craven et al., 1999; Mintz et al., 2009] , which refers to deriving (potentially noisy) annotations from existing resources, often via string matching and other heuristics. We acquired a database of previously conducted evidence syntheses, 3 which included risk of bias assessments. We then matched these assessments to corresponding trial reports (articles), and aligned supporting snippets retrieved from the database to sentences in articles via simple string matching. This process introduced noise, as alignments were imperfect. We mitigated this noise by exploiting a small amount of direct supervision to learn to derive the annotations on full-texts from matched database records, a novel strategy we have termed supervised distant supervision (SDS) . This distant supervision strategy yielded a corpus of over 12,000 full-text articles with (derived) labels for the overall assessments concerning subsets of the four aforementioned risk of bias criteria (not all syntheses assess all of these criteria), along with the snippets in the texts that supported these assessments. In machine learning, text snippets that explicitly support document categorization are often referred to as rationales [Zaidan et al., 2007; Strout et al., 2019] . Models that exploit rationales have been proposed in previous work [Zaidan et al., 2007; Small et al., 2011] , but these pre-dated the re-emergence of neural networks as the dominant class of models in NLP. We therefore extended convolutional neural network (CNN) text classification architectures to capitalize on rationales, which improved predictive performance over baseline models .
Inferring Results
Ultimately, the goal of processing medical literature is to help domain experts ascertain which treatments the evidence supports. An audacious NLP aim is then to build models that aim to directly facilitate this. As a first step toward this, we have recently proposed a new task and dataset that we call evidence inference [Lehman et al., 2019] . 4 The idea is to build models that consume a full-text article describing an RCT along with an "ICO" triplet specifying an Intervention, a Comparator, and an Outcome (the Population is specified implicitly by the article). The model is then to infer whether the article provides evidence that suggests the Intervention significantly increased, significantly decreased, or had no significant effect relative to the Comparator, with respect to the Outcome. Note that most RCT reports will describe results for multiple interventions, comparators, and outcomes -hence one can assess multiple ICO triplets for the same articles, and the answer will very likely be different for these. We have collected a corpus (annotated by medical doctors) of about 10,000 ICO triplets coupled with ⇠2,400 unique full-text articles. This is a difficult problem that poses core NLP problems related to "machine reading" and question answering. Our initial results confirm this difficulty but also establish the feasibility of the task. In particular we have shown that if a model can reliably identify the snippets in the text that support inference concerning a given ICO frame the task is substantially easier [Lehman et al., 2019] . Ultimately, we envision a system that can jointly extract the ICO elements and infer the reported findings concerning these, highlighting the relevant supporting snippets for the domain expert to inspect.
Hybrid Crowd and Expert Systems
As mentioned above, subject matter experts in this domain are expensive and already overburdened, making it difficult (and expensive) to collect direct supervision in general. Crowdsourcing is a popular strategy to mitigate the cost of acquiring training data in general, but the specialized nature of this domain (and the inherently somewhat technical nature of the literature) may preclude straightforward crowdsourcing of annotations to lay workers. We have investigated the use of (lay) annotators for evidence retrieval [Mortensen et al., 2017] and annotation [Nye et al., 2018] . In both cases we have found that if care is taken in aggregating redundant annotations provided by independent workers, one can derive reasonably good labels for training [Nguyen et al., 2017] .
Perhaps a more exciting direction is to combine machine learning, crowdworkers, and domain experts to form an efficient curation system. We have made initial forays into this direction in partnership with Cochrane crowd (a network of volunteer 'citizen scientists' working to curate evidence) in an effort to exhaustively identify all reports of RCTs. To this end we trained a high precision RCT classifier and explored different strategies for using it together with crowdworkers; we found that this can reduce workload by 60% to 80% without sacrificing recall. This setting also motivates novel research directions, e.g., how should annotation tasks be routed to workers so as to maximize the predictive accuracy of the trained model while minimizing effort/cost [Nguyen et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2019] ?
More generally, we envision all of the NLP methods developed for this domain being used as assistive technologies, rather than replacing domain experts. This motivates research into the usability of language technologies in practice -how much do they actually help (if at all)?
Putting Models into Practice
We have incorporated many of the models described above into a prototype open-source system that we call RobotReviewer . This includes both a webbased front-end (demo accessible at: https://robotreviewer. vortext.systems/), and functionality to provide annotation-asa-service via a RESTful API.
We used this prototype to conduct a RCT of our own to assess the degree to which semi-automation of risk-of-bias assessment (discussed above) was found useful by end-users [Soboczenski et al., 2019] . We found that semi-automation of this task reduced their workload by about 25% on average. Perhaps more importantly, users enjoyed working with the system, and found the automated assessments and supporting extracted snippets helpful. We envision conducting additional such exercises going forward to assess the practical utility of NLP and ML technologies that help domain experts make sense of the evidence.
Conclusions
As the evidence base continues to grow rapidly, so too the need for technologies that can help domain experts make sense of it. Here I have highlighted efforts led by myself and my collaborators on designing new NLP methods that aspire to meet this need. I have argued that this important application motivates core methodological challenges in NLP, and also highlights the need for human/machine hybrid systems that use ML to make domain experts more efficient, rather than attempting to replace them.
